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Abstract

The narco-motorbike is often identified by Medellinenses as a red Yamaha. This vehicle is not only a means of private transport, but it is also used for committing crime by the traffickers. This mode of transport represents a culture of success, death and ambiguity between ‘good’ and ‘bad.’ This research studies the evolution of the culture of this vehicle in Medellin by looking at how the narco motorbike has changed the city and how the competitive environment of capitalism and symbiosis with the machine could end in a violent city inside a ‘capitalist paradise.’ This analysis observes the evolving narco-motorbike from historical, architectural, biological, technological and anthropological perspectives, and the complex relations between popular culture, urbanism, transport and social media. The aim of this research is to understand how the motorbike culture originates in the first place and how the narco-motorbike has influenced the contemporary city.

The methodology was an inductive approach because the theory came from analysing the case study first. This analysis is done by using the ‘multilinear evolution,’ which essentially studies the significant alteration of a particular culture, so a cultural law should be identified. The result of this study was that the motorbike is frequently seen as a criminal object. Instead, of avoiding the motorbike, Medellinenses seem to consider it as a way to protect themselves from the sicarios. This new urban culture might be seen as a magnetic attraction because basically, the contemporary motorbike culture encapsulated a cultural polarity.
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1 Introduction

Speed of the motorbike represents ‘maximum power that at a given time and in a given exercise can be accomplished by man’ [1, p. 231]. In other words, speed is related with productivity and the fitness of individuals. In more detail, the motorbike race was described by Morasso as a gladiator game because this spectacle ‘has ever made such as great, continuous, mortal risk integral to its own existence [1, p. 232].

Moreover, the motorbike in Medellin also produces culture, which seems to be an ‘information such as knowledge, beliefs, and values that is inherited through social learning and expressed in behavior and artifacts’ [2]. Historically, the narco motorbike in Medellin symbolised the ‘the culture of death’ [3]. A symbol is described as a form which is abstract information over generations and accumulates over time [4, p. 59]. This vehicle could also compare with the significance of a primitive mask, which is described by Boas as an object, which can have different meanings and purposes [4, p. 41]. In other words, the motorbike is not only a vehicle of transport; it can also communicate a cultural evolution.

Data collection came essentially from observations, and the internet played an important role in the investigation of the contemporary phenomenon because social media is seen to be an important form of communication and the motorbike is not only a physical machine in the city, because this vehicle connects the physical world with the virtual world. Most data collection came from observing public Facebook and Zello groups; moreover, any private information was not considered. These resources supplied mostly photos, audio content, written comments and videos. Google air was also used to study particular areas. Reports and statistics were from national sources; some of these bodies were the Plot, Facebook groups, Dane, Fenalco and Alcadia de Medellin. Other data have also been collected from national magazines and newspapers: El Tiempo, El Colombiano, El Expectador and Semana.

Finally, this paper is divided into different sections: it begins with ‘History of the narco motorbike,’ which is briefly the history of the narco motorbike in Medellin. It continues with ‘The culture of the narco motorbike,’ to discuss and explain the cultural influence of the narco motorbike in the city. It then follows thought ‘Contemporary chaos of the motorbike culture’ which studies the contemporary motorbike culture in the urban space. Finally, ‘Hunting rats in the city’ explores the violence of the ordinary motorcyclist when reacting to robbery.

2 History of the narco motorbike

The narco motorbike started when Medellin in the 1980s turned from the ‘capitalist paradise’ [5] into the ‘Capital of Cocaine’ [6] as a result of the actions of Pablo Emilio Escobar, who was described by an informer in a FBI report as ‘the third richest man in the world’ and the ‘drug king of the world’ [7]. He was called ‘el patron,’ because he was apparently the boss in this capitalist side of the city.

The motorbike in this case was a consumer product of Escobar and the demand came from his anonymous groups, the ‘extraditables.’ Officially, they preferred
death instead of going to American prisons [8, p. 82]. The ‘extraditables’ forced politicians to choose money over death [8, p. 86]. Death might be the most powerful tool of control and intimidation, because it can remove opponents. Deleuze saw this human instinct in contemporary society, when he said that ‘there is no need to fear or hope, but only to look for new weapons’ [9].

The narco motorbike seemed to start with the Esternbergef School. Initially, Isaac Guttmann Esternbergef trained 50 mercenaries in ‘Sabaneta’ for a period of seven years. The final school examination could require the killing of an ordinary civilian. Moreover, the legendary cross shooting technique of Esternbergef might be its biggest contribution because it is a technique where crossing the arms can improve the marksmanship of the bike rider. A consequence of Esternbergef school was the influence of two gangs: ‘Los Quesitos’ and ‘Los Priscos.’ Probably the Priscos had more impact on the local culture; however, the Quesitos committed the historical murder of Lara Bonilla [10].

Officially, the catastrophe of the narco motorbike started when Lara Bonilla, the Minister of Justice, was killed by a sicario on a narco motorbike. As a result, the DT 175 red Yamaha became to be known as the ‘killing minister’ [11]. The murder of Lara was a complex crime because Lara had six bodyguards inside two cars [8, p. 73]. One car was in front of Lara’s white Mercedes Benz W123 and the other car was at the back [12, p. 115].

Lara’s murder has had significant consequences for national politics because his death showed a weak government, which could no longer control terrorism. The next day when El Tiempo, the local newspaper, published the photo of the 16-year old teenager, who drove the motorbike [13], Medellin and the rest of Colombia were in shock: how could teenagers kill a minister?

3 Culture of the narco motorbike

Essentially, using the motorbike in crime defines ‘the culture of death,’ [3] where murder was just seen as ‘a job done’ [12, p. 145]. Priests mentioned that sicarios often confessed that they didn’t feel guilty after a crime because the criminal for them is the person who orders the crime [14]. It has been well defined in Our Lady of the Assassins when the protagonist asks a pregnant woman, who screams during the murder, ‘what happened to you? Have they done anything to you? Not to me, but he killed the motorcyclists, so what? This is not the first time. We don’t live in Switzerland, and instead, we live in Medellin’ [15].

The culture of the narco motorbike is perceived as based on a contradiction between two things: the criminal structure and the traditional Catholic faith [16]. In the past in Medellin, the church organised the textile industry workers, which led to the ambiguity of integrating religious symbols into consumerism. This paradox was an obvious characteristic of Richard from Los Priscos, who was described as the leader of the most powerful crime industry in Colombia in the 1980s [17]. He was an individual who went to mass every day [18] and there was a metre-high statue of Virgin Carmen outside his home [12, p. 144]. Furthermore, it has been speculated that the money for paying for the Virgin came from money which had been acquired from his first murder [19].
Moreover, the role of the motorbike in the society is similar to the ‘parlache’ because both initially came from the narco city. This parlache was slowly developed, for example in local tango places in Manrique. Afterwards, this local language was taken over by the sicario [20, p. 527]. The parlache defines a new society [20, p. 526], whose vocabulary is more about death, weapons, money, drugs and the ephemeral life [20, p. 531].

Another part of the process by which the narco motorbike culture changed the society was the fact that Escobar’s personal sicarios were symbols of power, financial comfort and the upper class. This can be understood by looking at Escobar’s ‘apparatus,’ which operated in the same way as some multinationals, because it provided good salaries, bonuses, and medical insurance. Escobar was described as a generous boss; he could give sicarios a country house, a share in a trafficker’s business or raise salaries [12, p. 144].

In particular, a boy from Medellin’s shantytown described Escobar’s sicarios as a symbol of prosperity because they were seen as those who had the best cars, weapons and excess in general [21, p.72]. For example, Pinina (John Jairo Arias), who was from Aranjuez [22] was considered one of the most important sicarios of Escobar’s corporation [23]. He achieved a fortune, which was estimated at two million dollar in ten years. He owned properties in Poblado, Estrella, Caldas and Rionegro [12, p. 245].

The ‘kindness’ from sicarios and from traffickers in general might have changed the local morality and might also have helped to spread the narco motorbike culture too. Local parties were organised by sicarios, which could explain how the local morality changed. The reason behind this was that the local people did not see that the sicario was related to his crime, because eventually the ‘kindness’ was more visible, as the sicario celebrating ‘a job done’, would spend money in his local community. A good example is ‘Los Priscos’ who organised big communal parties in Aranjuez. They closed the street and brought music and food for the community [12, p. 145].

4 Contemporary chaos of the motorbike culture

Commonly this mode of transport can be seen as an ‘urban assault vehicle’ [24, p. 304]. For example, Stephen thinks that the message of the Hummer, a luxury SUV, is: ‘don’t mess with me because I can crush you, I can kill you right away, so don’t approach me, hah’ [24, p. 320]. The narco motorbike message is similar because the sicario used to say ‘too bad for him who crosses my path’ [25].

These two modes of transport have in common a vision of a city where individuals ‘have rights to be ‘left alone’ on city streets, rights previously applied (in America) only to the property and Stephen described this point as ‘privatized juridical individuals’ [24, p. 314]. In synthesis, individuals have found new strategies to run the existing capitalism and disassembling the city into individuals to become a materialistic city.

The disassembling the city into individuals caused by motorbikes is perfectly explained by a recent video, which shows that the metro bus on Manrique Road,
intended exclusively as a bus route, has not been respected by the motorbikes. As a result, 93 transit accidents were reported in June 2015. One woman comments on a Manrique Facebook page that it was a bad idea to close this busy road because the metro bus is only for individuals, who are not busy enough; another woman asked how it is possible that only local bus services can use a local road [27]. It seems that the civic education aims of the metro cable and Medellin metro have not succeeded with the metro bus, which also questions the role of the street in the local community because of the economical value and privatization of the street.

Other examples of this urban chaos caused by motorbikes is the popular illegal practice of ‘piques’ or wheelies in streets performed by teenagers. The most popular streets are Las Palmas, la 80 and the local street. 30 law enforcement operations were carried out in 2015 [28], but the council admitted that stunt ride is still a pedagogic, popular and cultural activity. For that reason, the local government would like to promote the practice in designated areas [29].

5 Hunting rats in the city

“Socrates, asking a definition of justice from his compatriots, received two answers: ‘justice is doing good to friends and evil to enemies;’ ‘Justice is nothing else than that which is advantageous to the stronger’” [30].
Speed of the motorbike probably covers the needs of medellineses middle class because today, the motorbike is clearly not exclusive to sicarios. Instead, the reality is that the motorbike is more representative of the ordinary working class. Moreover, this vehicle is a fundamental tool for the Colombian individuals of lower income since it improves their quality of life. Statistics clearly illustrate this point because 70% of motorcyclists are workers and 73% have finished school and have technological training. Also, 21% need the motorbike for working in Medellin, because this vehicle conveys the most deliveries [31]. In 2004, Medellin had 178,000 motorbikes, but in 2015, there were 600,000 [32].

In the past, most working classes thought that an individual needed to be a competitive worker in order to be a decent person. Past policies of Berrio [33] created a paradigm between the working individual and the unemployed. Finally, this local context polarised the society because it produced more competitive and productive individuals, in contrast with the mechanisms of social selection or social cleansing [21, p. 45, 88]. In fact, numerous sicario confessions were observed that murder is not a crime unless the victim is considered a ‘good person’ [14]. Moreover, today, thieves are considered by the local motorcycle community to be ‘rats’ who need to be exterminated. The word rat is used to describe somebody who is without scruples. Ironically, a rat is also a corrupted politician.

These mechanisms of social selection or social cleansing can be observed in the contemporary motorbike groups who attack thieves because motorbike robberies increased. It increased to 53.3% and 8,338 motorbikes were stolen by August 2015 in Medellin [34]. Moreover, stolen motorbike is more profitable industry than carjacking because it is possible to dismantle motorbikes and then sell the motorbike as parts without the associated registration papers.

Figure 2: Gestalt of the contemporary motorcyclist’s culture.
In some cases these physical attacks are severe; some of them use helmet and sticks. Ironically, sometimes the police need to save the thief from the civilian attacks. These attacks are purposely recorded to share on social media and the most common media seems to be Facebook. The main characteristic of these Facebook groups is the support and occasionally, the comments tend to be more violent than the videos. In some way, they are hits; people are obsessive about persecuting ‘sicarios.’ They want to show the thief’s face because they need to ridicule him and make him feel ashamed, pain and embarrassment.

One such attack happened in Prado, Medellin’s centre, and it was initially published on Facebook where one of the sharing sources wrote: ‘beauty; ha ha the blood was not spilled. The video showed five individuals attacking a thief, who in theory was trying to steal a motorbike. The most shocking moment is when the owner of this vehicle attacked the thief fiercely with his helmet. On 5th July 2015, the page had 27,842 viewings after seven hours of being published in one group and 1,630 shares were posted on the uploaded profile. Eventually, it appeared on Caracol, the national television channel [35].

Figure 3: The motorbike seems to play an important role in the local communities. Photo from Google view from the address of Aranjuez, 68cra. 50d [38].

In the end, the stolen motorbike industry has promoted new opportunities for a new industry of security systems because Facebook groups started from post videos and free support to sell GPS and offer support to recover stolen motorbikes. Moreover, Motorbike manufacturing is a profitable industry because the motorbike industry generates 8.3% of local jobs [36]; its profits last year were 2 billion Colombian pesos and contributed 5% of the income growth in 2014 [37]. Urban land use and layout in Medellin is also affected by the increased market of the motorbike industry. The motorbike is a booming industry, which has adapted the street to its needs. In particular, motorbike shops are identified in two main
epicentres of retailing: 38 Street and 10A Street, Poblado. Moreover, this local market has promoted motorbike repair shops in local communities [38]. For example, motorbike shops have developed into commercial areas, and car parks and footpaths have been dramatically reduced.

6 Conclusion

The contemporary motorbike culture might involve some kind of evolutionary arms race, which has been described as a mechanism of evolution. In theory, this survival race is between the predator and the prey. It is an act of attacking and defending. ‘Alexander along with Humphrey (1976) see human evolution as involving a kind of arms race for intelligence. New strategies and still newer counterstrategies for social interaction are the only formula for success in the environment of ever-shifting confluences and conflicts of interest that are characteristic of human society’ [39]. As a result, both competitors have the capacity to create new mechanisms of survival. Dawkins and Krebs describes this mechanism as the process by which ‘submarine designers learn from earlier failure. As technology progresses, later submarines are better equipped to detect and sink ships. And later-designed ships are better equipped to resist’ [40].

In more detail, the motorbike culture is a variable because it ‘[has] some sort of effect on the differential probabilities of survival of social relationships’ [41, p. 85] and it might involve two mechanisms of cultural evolution, which were explained by Allard as the ‘mechanism of variation’ and the ‘mechanism of continuity’ [41, p. 9]. The polarity of both mechanisms seem to integrate into one new culture, which defines the contemporary ordinary motorcyclist. The ‘mechanism of continuity’ could be described as transmitting the narco motorbike culture because Escobar’s personal sicarios were symbols of power, financial comfort and the upper class [12, p. 144].

However, the motorbike presented a second mechanism, the ‘mechanism of variation’ [41, p. 9], which ‘arises through errors or improvisation in learning and distortion in transmission’ [2]. Wallace’s theory about the ‘revitalization’ could explain cultural distortions from the stress produced from a catastrophe. Medellineses replace the urban reality, but change the gestalt and the mazeway, which is described by Wallace as ‘nature, society, culture, personality and body image’ [42] because the contemporary motorbike might be more similar to Body Armor Superman because apparently, the ordinary motorcyclist believes that they can protect the city like the hero.

Taylor said that any culture is not a new creation because ‘it is a result of past times’ and, yet showing ‘in the case of survival clear vestiges of the course of its development’ [43]. If time could reverse and remove variants of a culture, the society would be completely different. ‘Humans produce culture, but we are also a product of culture’ [4, p. 56]. The narco city had shaped the contemporary city because Medellin seems to present vestiges of the narco motorbike in an unpredictable way.
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